Sapien is a decentralized social news platform, powered by our utility
token, SPN. SPN is a flexible, ERC20-compliant cryptocurrency that will
serve as the backbone of our tokenized economy.

Why the Sapien Network?

Token Sale Key Dates

Current social media sites sell user data, have no effective way to identify fake
news, and are unable to reward users who create value.

Registration period:
December 7 - January 15

Sapien will incentivize creators to produce high-quality content by rewarding
users with SPN. Users can manage their token portfolio in the Sapien digital
wallet, which can store any Ethereum ERC20 standard token. SPN can be used
in our decentralized marketplace to buy physical and virtual goods, content, and
services enabled by our global reputation system.
A user’s contributions within Sapien are evaluated by other users, accumulating
a reputation score that reflects their expertise in a domain. The Sapien Network
will allow a community to distinguish valuable content, limiting the influence of
trolls and the spread of fake news.
SPN will power the world’s first Democratized Autonomous Platform, giving
users a real voice in shaping the product roadmap and organization through an
innovative proposal system.

Current Progress
Live, feature-rich beta built with Meteor.js, the recommended framework for
Decentralized Applications. SPN token is live on the Rinkeby and Ropsten
Ethereum Testnet.

Platform Features
1. Public/Private browsing modes for more control
2. Subscribe to branches that interest you
3. Friends, groups, posts, voting, and comments

Public Token Presale:
January 31 - February 15
Public Token Sale Phase #1:
March 3 - April 3

Team
Ankit Bhatia - CEO & Co-founder
Robert Giometti - CPO & Co-founder
Matias Dorta - Marketing Strategy
Stefan Ionescu - Lead Solidity Developer
Aurélien Nicolas - Security Expert
Christopher Lee - Branding & Community
Andy Boot - Head of Operations, Europe
Tomoko Kikuchi - Marketing, Japan & Korea
Oliver Dinsmore - Lead Content Creator
Team has a 2 year vesting schedule with 6 month cliff

Advisors
Latif Nathani - Ex-CEO of Ebay India, Microsoft
Christian Ferri - BlockOne, Bancor, Token Card
Dr. Miheala Ulieru - MyBit, LifeLink, SocialCash
Adnan Javed - Ethlend, Legal Advisor
Raghu Bala - NetObjex, Media Expert
Greg Berkin - Apple, Think Software

Token Distribution

4. Feature-rich chat with text and voice channels
5. End-to-end encrypted chat
6. Highly customizable features
...and much more

What is the Big Vision?

Additional Information

A decentralized network that uses
the Blockchain to create a reputationbased, tokenized economy that
empowers millions of users.

You can find out more about our
Token Sale at www.sapien.network
For general support:
support@sapien.network
Questions about the Beta:
beta@sapien.network

Allocation of Funds (2018-2022)

